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I. Introduction

Greenhouses are structures widely used in vegetable production and for growing flowers. Solar radi-
ation passing through the walls and roofs supplements the heating system in the cold season. In hot
weather other actuators, like roof vents, shading or evaporative cooling are used to avoid overheating.

Control systems for greenhouses have not changed much in the last years: each actuator is indi-
vidually controlled based on set-points. On the other hand the concept of intelligent control evolves
around the replacement of set-points by the goals. The needs of the plants can be precisely stated with
the required temperature, humidity and radiation patterns. The traditional reactive control can be thus
replaced by predictive models [1], where the model of the whole system should be used to predict the
effect of the control decisions. The required synchronization of the actuator actions comes naturally
with the evaluation of predictive models. The level of synchronization and the performance of the
system can be raised even further by the usage of planning.

The necessary basis for the intelligent control is the precise modeling of the greenhouse. Accurate
modeling requires large amount of data to be collected from strategically selected locations. Luckily
quasi-homogenous thermal zones can be localized in the greenhouse, decreasing the number of the
required measurements: Zone-0 is the heating system; Zone-1 is composed of the covered desks;
Zone-2 is the air layer below the shading screen; Zone-3 is the air layer above the shading screen and
Zone-4 is the external weather. Temperature measurements from a 100 m2 greenhouse are available
from all zones for experimental purposes. In Zone-2 and Zone-4 radiation measurements are also
recorded. Temperature and cloud coverage records are obtained from an online weather forecast.

II. Modeling the greenhouse

The goal of thermal modeling is to predict the future temperature values for all important measurement
locations. The inputs to the model are the temperature measurements and the states of all actuators.
Although in some cases control based on involved analytic parametric models is possible, we aimed at
practical situation, where the greenhouse infrastructure is heavily constrained by economical reasons,
the character of the production could fluctuate on a weekly basis, and where there is a pronounced lack
of expertise in control solutions. In such cases it seems feasible to found the control on the adaptive
black-box models. The aim of such model is to predict the thermal state of the desks and the internal
zones. Prediction of the external weather is also necessary as it helps in following weather trends in the
internal predictions. It seems however reasonable to decompose the models according to the causality
relation and to separate the external weather following model. The granularity of decomposition could
be raised even further (see Fig. 1), as the resulting modeling problems are easier to handle.

Module-1 in Fig. 1 is responsible for the prediction of the locally recorded external weather. On-
line weather forecasts have the advantage of serving directly full forecasts along with current mea-
surements. Unfortunately their precision for the actual location of the greenhouse is not acceptable,
prediction of trends is however very reliable this way. For a shorter horizon time-series mining can be
used on earlier measurements to produce reliable predictions for a few hours ahead. During normal
operation Module-2 is deactivated as the predictions come from the online forecast source. However in
case of network outage the data has to be restored. The model of the internal state of the greenhouse is
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Figure 1: The proposed model decomposition into 6 modules

composed of 4 modules. Module-3 and Module-4 are responsible for all internal zones, but not for the
desks: the desks are represented here by a single reference desk. It is used later to calculate the com-
plete state of Zone-1. Application of a reference desk simplifies the global house model, and makes
the design flexible to handle less equipped greenhouses. Module-3 predicts the heating pipe temper-
ature, based on the current internal temperature, heat pipe temperature and the heating control signal.
This model can be easily separated, as the pipe temperature is mainly determined by its control signal.
Module-4 can be realized by a neural network with inputs from the state of the internal zones, the
external predictions, the heating pipe temperature predictions and all control signals except heating. It
can happen that the desks in the experimental greenhouse can be covered for the protection of sensitive
plants. Unfortunately the state of the desks is not recorded. This calls for the application of Module-5
to predict the state of every single desk. Module-6 is responsible for predicting the temperature of the
desks based on the current measurements, the approximated state of the desks, the predictions for the
reference desk and the prediction for Zone-2.

III. Results and Conclusion

The hybrid greenhouse model based on the decomposition outlined in this paper is currently under
development, and will be tested on the recorded data from the real greenhouse. Module-1 and Module-
3 have been already implemented, while implementation of the other 4 modules still requires work
based on the measurements and the outputs of the existing modules.
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